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Inspera Assessment was updated 3rd March 2017
Welcome to Release Webinar Monday 6th March 13.00 - 13.00 CET

To sign up: Click here.

We have put together a basic demo showcasing some of the new features:

1. Text Area question type
2. Composite question with Math working
3. Multiple response with limited number of allowed selections

To open the demo, click here.

Have a nice weekend! 

The Inspera Team

 
New features in this release

New question type: Text Area
Manually marked. The Text Area question type is similar to the plain text version of Essay
questions, except it has more flexibility when it comes to layout: 

Add multiple text areas in the same question
Define the width of the text are in pixels or percent
Use tables to build complex layouts combining text areas, texts and images. 

http://inspera-2.hs-sites.com/
http://info.inspera.no/release-webinars
https://demo.inspera.no/player/?assessmentRunId=13301535&context=exam


 
Click here for a demo.  

 
Math Workings available in Composite questions
Allow candidates to show their math workings in automatically marked items. 

 
Click here for the demo. 

 
Automatically disable post-submission review for candidates
outside the test room. 

 
 
School Exams with Lockdown Browser: This new feature disables post-submission review
from candidates not logged in with Safe Exam Browser in the same session as when
they submitted, allowing planners to hide submissions from all candidates that have left
the location, even if they have Safe Exam Browser on a computer at home (and the post-
submission review window is still open). 

 
Public Demo Tests hidden from Candidate Dashboard

https://demo.inspera.no/player/?assessmentRunId=13301535&context=exam
https://demo.inspera.no/player/?assessmentRunId=13301535&context=exam


Improvement: The main purpose of the Public Demo Tests is that it can be made available
from anywhere as long as you have/share the link. No login required. This is also the
reason we have now hidden these tests from Candidate Dashboard Demo tab. 

 
Limit maximum number of selections to number of correct
answers

Multiple Response: In terms of scoring rules, the Multiple Response question type is more
complex than you might think. A main issue has been how to avoid awarding marks
unintentionally to candidates selecting all alternatives. This can now be prevented.

 
Click here for the demo.  
 

Change end time to finished tests

Test not synced from external systems: It is now possible to extend the time window for
tests that have already ended, unless grading has started. 
 
Import admin users with CSV
It is now possible to import multiple admin-users at once using CSV: 

 
Other improvements

MCQ: Improved support for 30+ alternatives

https://demo.inspera.no/player/?assessmentRunId=13301535&context=exam


One time candidates: Reduced password length 

Known issues after release

Polish Language Pack disabled on some accounts. Will be updated Monday.
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